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CONRAD (Constrained Begression with

rivatives) is a FIMLl program for

simultaneous systems of equations.

:~alytical J2e

estimation of

While requiring

variables, the

non-linearities

the systems to be linear in the

program can handle qui te general

in the parameters. The stochastic

specification incorporates both contemporaneous

and intertemporal correlations between the error

terms, the latter in the form of a first order

vector autoregression.

Owing to one of the characteristic features of

CONRAD, namely the analytical determination of the

gradient of the log-likelihood function, systems

of considerable size can be estimated without

unduly long execution times. In contrast to most

other programs of comparable type, the analytical

form of the gradient vector is automatically

solved by the program and used to evaluate the

first order derivatives . The user thus does not

have to concern himself with the maximization of

the likelihood function.

CONRAD can be used without prior knowledge of

programming. The program offers great flexibility

wi th respect to input and model specifications.

All input may be supplied in free format. Variab-

l Full Information Maximum Likelihood7 for the
principle of maximum likeLi.hood, see silvey
(1975). Hendry (1976) discusses the relationship
between FIML and other simultaneous equations esti
mates.
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les can be chosen freely from a given data matrix

and, regarding time series data, the estimation

can be based on any coherent subperiod.

By means of an optional line width, prin'touts can

be obtained both on small terminals and on full

scale printers. Not only estimation resul ts can be

output; if desired, a thorough documentation of

input data and specifications will also be sup

plied. This facility has been implemented in such

away that it can be used as a means to check the

proper arrangement of the input, before the actual

estimation. In addition, a number of checks are

performed by the program.

Users not interested in technical issues can confi

ne their reading to sections 2, 4 and 5. The last

two ones are preferably studied together with the

example in Appendix C.

Concerning notation, matrices and vectors have

been denoted by boldface type, using capita Is for

the matrices and small letters for the vectors.
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2 ESTIMATICII AND TES"l'IIIG

2.1 Forma1 description of the mode1

The simultaneous equations model is assumed to be

linear in the variables. It can be written in

matrix notation in the following way

t=l,2, ... ,T (l)

where the vector Xt. and the matrix A. are partitio

ned according to

and A(a) = (B:C).

The nxl and mxl vectors Yt and Zt contain observa

tions at time t on the endogenous and predetermi

ned variables, respectively. Lagged values of the

endogenous variables may be among the explanatory

variable, Le. it is possible that Yt-i E {Zt} for

i > O.

As indicated by the expression A( 9), the elements

of the coefficient matrix A. are regarded as func

tions of a set of k unrestricted parameters

a' = (Gl, G2,"" Gk)' The set of all T realiza

tions of the relationship in (l) can be compiled

in the matrix equation

A(a)x' = BY' + CZ' = U' • (la)
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The most general stochastic specification allows

for both contemporaneous and intertemporal correla

tion between the error terms according to:

I: where ( 2 )

et ~ N ( O, 1: ) f o r a Il t, l

such that

(3a)

= {01 if s=t
Öst if s*t (3b)

Thus, the errors are assumed to be generated by a

first order vector autoregressive process as propo

sed in Hendry (1971). The nxn matrix H is nondiago-

nal, making every element of ut funtional1y depen

dent upon all the elements of Ut-l.

Alternatively B can be set to the zero matrix,

implying the more restrictive assumption that the

stochastic process is independent of time.

In addition to I, the following assumptions are

made:

II: B is nonsingular; det(B);tO where "det"
denotes determinant,

III: X has full column rank, i.e. r(X) = n+m,

IV: X is unconstrained (except for being positive
definite, i.e. v'I:v>O for all vectors v :#: O),

V: T > n+m,

VI: H is unconstrained.

Assumption II is required to ensure that the endo

genous vector Yt be unique for every predetermined

vector Zt and disturbanee vector et. Condi tion IV
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implies that (l) does not contain any identities,

so it is assumed that these have been substituted

out. Finally, III and V together make up a suffici

ent condition for the estimator to be weIl de

fined. For a more elaborate discussion about

sample size requirements, see Brown (1981).

Al though B is unconstrained, only those matrices

that have all their eigenvalues wi thin the uni t

circle can be considered meaningful. The eigenvalu

es 'A" j=l, 2, .•• , n, which are the n roots of the
J

n:th degree equation

det(B-'AI) = O

where

I = the identity matrix of order n

(4 )

'A = a+bi; a scalar with real and imaginary parts a
and b, respectively (the latter oppsibly zero)

thus must have the property that (a2+b2 )1/2 < l.

(In the single equation case this simplifies to

the requirement that the sole element of B be less

than one in absolute value.)

If this condition is fulfilled the process genera

ting the errors can be taken to be stationary,

which is necessary for the elements of 1: to be

finite and independent of t. When some of the

eigenvalues lie outside the unit circle -the error

variances and covariances will instead increase

without limit over time. As the program calculates

the eigenvalues of -the estimated B mat.rix it is

possible to check which one of these cases that is

prevalent.
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2.2 The mapping froDl a to A

The most general mapping from a to an element of A

can be considered to be the outcome of two subsequ

ent operations.

In the first step one may apply transformation

functions to the 8 i : s , whose ranges are constrai

ned to (subsets of) the non-negative or non-positi

ve real nwnbers, i. e.

y' ~ O1
and h 2 (8 .) ,,; V· ,,; O

.1. 1

where Yi and vi are constants chosen by the user.

This step is treated in section 2.2.1.

In the second step, the a .. : S can be formed as a
1J

ratio of two second-degree polynomials in the

transformed (or untransformed) free parameters 2 ,

as shown in section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Inequality constraints

Often some parameters are restricted with respect

to sign and/or size, by the t.heory underlying the

model. As long as the restrictions refer to indi-

. vidual parameters only, they can be tested by

means of one-sided t-tests.

In order to make i t possible to impose inequali ty

constraints on several paramet:ers simultaneously, 3

the following two hyperbolic transformations have

been implemented in CONRAD
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(G~ + y~)l/6
1 1

h (G ) = {
l i (G? + 0.052 )112 - 0.05

1

and

(G? + 1J?)l/6
1 1

h (G ) = - {
2 i (G? + O•052 ) 11 2 - 0.05

l

for y.;;,O
.1

(Sa)
for y.=O

l

for 1J. ~O
l

(5b)
for 1J .=0

l

The number 0.05 has been used to ensure differen

tiability when the limit is equal to zero. As can

readily be seen, the limiting values of the trans

formations when this constant goes to zero are

1Gil and -IGil, respectively.

The user can thus impose inequality constraints on

the parameters of his/her model by defining them

as hl (Gi) or h2(8i).4

An example of (5a) is given in Fig. l, with the

lower limit set equal to 2. For illustrative purpo

ses , 4 has been used for the exponents instead

of 6. (By increasing the integer , which must be

even, the hyperbola can be made to pass arbitrari

ly close to its asymptotes, shown by the dotted

lines. )

!nstead of the hyperbolic transformations quadra-
2

tic ones like, e.g., g(8i) = 8 i + Yi could have
been used. The advantage of the former is that it

becomes more "linear" the further away from the

vertical axis one moves. So i t is only in the

neighborhood of the lower (upper) limit (Yi and 1Ji
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The transformation function h 1 with

y = 2

respectively) that the restrictions are binding

and any severe nonlinearities are imposed. When

the optimal value of 8. is far from Y' (or u') the
l l l

search for the optimal set of parameters is thus

little affected. This would not be the case if a

quadratic transformation had been used.

2.2.2 Genera1 f ODD of the coefficients

To simplify the notation we write the nx(n+m)

coefficient matrix A in the form of a column

vector according to
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vec A(a) =

a
• n1-m

where a . = the j:th column of A(e),
• J

(6 )

i .e. -the columns of A(a) are stacked on top of

each other. The element a i j of A( e) will be in

position g = n( j-l)+i of vec A(e).

Further, we introduce an identity transformation

of 8· :
l

h
O

(8
i

) = 8
i

(7)

An element of vec A(a) can then, in the most gene

ral case, be expressed in the following way:

a g

n
= -.51.,

d
g

(8)

where

n
g

k
= r + L: r .h o (8.)

go . -l 9 1 A. l1- l

k k
+ L: L: p ..h)/. (8. )h)/. (8.)

i=l j~ i 9 1 J i l j J

(8a)

and
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k
d g = s + l~ s . h o (G.)

go i=l gl Åi l
(Bb)

k k
+ L: L: (J ••h

k
(G. )h

k
(G.)

i=l j~ i gl J i l j J

g = 1,2, .•• ,n(n+m)

;, = 0,1,2

where r, p, s and (J denote constants.

As can be seen, the non-linear parts of (Ba) and

(Bb) - the doublesums - contain all the k(k+l)/2

possible different product of the free parameters.

2.3 Identification

Whereas for linear models criteria exist for

global identification,5 the corresponding criteria

for nonlinear models assure only local identifica

tion, i .e. identification in the neighbourhood of

the true parameter vector. 6 However, if the nonli

nearities are confined to the parameters, as is

the case here, the condition for local identifica

tion turns out to be qui te simple.

Given the assumptions in sec. 2.1, the model is

locally identified if the n(n+m)xk matrix of first

partial derivatives

avec A a
oa = (6 .)gl

oa
= (~)

oG.
l

g=l, 2, .•• ,n(n+m)

i=1,2, ••• ,k

(9)
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has full column rank. That is, the number of inde

pendent columns should be equal to the number of

elements in 9.

The involved derivatives can be found in Appendix

A. A simple application of the condition for iden

tification is provided by the example in

Appendix c.

2.4 Bypothesis testing

It is assumed to be weIl known how the significan

ce of single parameters can be tested by means of

the t-distribution.

In this section a more general test will be descri

bed, namely the likelihood ratio (LR) test. This

test which, i.a., can be used in tests relating to

several parameters, is shortly described in Madda

la (1977, pp. 43-44).

Let HO be a hypothesis concerning the parametric
structure of the model, which is more restrictive

than an alternative hypothesis Hl. Denote the cor

responding log-likelihood values by LO and Ll ,

respectively. Then Ll > LO and minus twice the

logarithm of the likelihood ratio becomes -2(LO

Ll ), ~Nhich is asymptotically distributed as a chi
square under HO· The number of degrees of freedom

is equal to the difference in the number of unre

stricted parameters. Formally

(10)

where
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= the number of unrestricted parameters in the

least restrictive model

PO = the number of unrestricted parameters in the

more restrictive model,

and Adenotes "asymptotically distributed as ". The

log-likelihood values can easily be obtained accor

ding to7

L = -F + k

where

F = -the function value calculated by the program

l
k = - 2nT[~n(2II)+lJ

n = number of equations

T = number of observations.

( Il)

As the constant k disappears in the subtraction of

Ll from LO the test can be performed directly with

the F values.

Inequality constraints can in principle also be

tested with the LR test. However, in the presence

of such restrictions the asymptotic distribution

of the test statistic is not that of a single chi

square variable but rather a weighted average of

several chi-square distributions, which makes the

practical application of the test very difficult

in most cases. See further Gourieroux, Holly and

Monfort (1982) and also Judge, Griffiths, Hill and

Lee (1980, Ch. 3).

Another use of the LR test is to check the compati

bili ty of the sample information with different
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stochastic specifications. Denoting the more re

strictive assumption of no autocorrelation with I I

the following relationship can be exploited

2(L ) A~ 'X.
2

(n
2

),- I' -L1
(12 )

where n is the number of equations. Note that Lr
and LI , are assumed to be based on the same number

of observations.

Al though the LR test is easy '1:0 use and has seve

ral attractive properties (eL Maddala op. cit.)

i t has the disadvantage that it is strictly appli

cable only to large samples. Thus, when T is low

compared to the number of degrees of freedom, the

outcomes of the test should be interpreted with

care.

Finally, it should be mentioned that there are

other general tests bes ide the LR test, e. g. the

Wald and Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests. A relati-

vely non-technical discussion of the Wald, LR and

LM tests can be found in Engle (1984). Although

these tests are all as~nptotically equivalent,

they may yield conflicting results in finite samp

les. In general, the Wald test is more conservati

ve than the LR test, while the LM test is the one

most likely to reject the null hypothesis. 8
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1I0000S

l The normality assumption is not crucia1. For all
specifications available in CONRAD the estimate i
is consistent, as long as the expectation of e is
zero and the variance is in accordance with (3b),
cf Hausman (1983).

2 The second order polynomial mapping is conside
red in Jansson and Mellander (1983).

3 Testing procedures for this type of constraints
tend in general to be very complicated, however.
See further Section 2.4.

4 Notice the distinction between the user I s model
and the statistical model. The parameters of the
latter are, of course, still the 8 .. s1· •

5 Cf. Fischer (1966).

6 See Rothenberg (1971).

7 The corresponding formula in Appendix A is (a6).
For simplicity, the superindex "*" used there, has
been omitted here.

8 See Berndt and Savin (1977) and Breusch (1979).
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3 PROGRAM CllARAC'l"ERIS'l"ICS

3.1 General features

CONRAD is written in FORTRAN-IO, a FORTRAN variant

available on Digital Equipment I s DEC-la computers.

Aside from some machine-specific characteristics

(cf. sec. 3.4), the version used here l is close to

FORTRAN-66. The program operates on the DEC-la

computer at the Stockholm University Computing

Center (QZ).

Including all subroutines the source program has a

total length of about 1,600 rows, giving a rough

indication of its size.

Since it has been found to considerably increase

accuracy, wi thout unduly increasing execution

times, all computations are performed in double

precison. 2 To keep the price for this higher accu

racy as low as possible, effort has been taken to

economize on storage space. Cbnsequently, many

arrays are used for multiple purposes. Comments

have, however, been inserted in the source program

where this might create eonfusion.

To lessen the need for frequent changes of the

DIMENSION and COMMON sta'tements, almost all matri

ces are stored in vector form, i. e. according to

(6,) in see. 2.2.2. When ehanges none the less have

to be made, they are facilia'l:ed by Appendix B

which contains all relevant information on memory

allocation requirements.
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The use of input/output media is confined to disk

files. Further, the program assumes all input to

be in alphanumeric form and provides all output in

the same format.

3.2 Optimization metbod

Since restrictions on the elements of A are hand

led by treating them as func-tions of the uncon

strained vector 9, the maximizition of the log

likelihood function is an unconstrained optimiza

tion problem. The function to be maximized is the

"concentrated" log-likelihood function L* (ct.

Appendix A), whose only argument is the vector 9.

In practice the program instead follows the equiva

lent route of minimizing -L*, or, more specifical

ly, F=-L *+ k* where k* is a constant •

The minimization is carried out by means of a

quasi-Newton3 routine, VA09AD, from the Harwell

Subroutine Library, 4 which is based on an algo

rithm developed by Fletcher (1970). Although simi

lar to the more well-known Davidon-Fletcher-Powell

(DFP) algorithm [Fletcher and Powell (1963)1,

Fletcher's method is considerbly more efficient

since it has almost eliminated the linear search

subproblem inherent in the DFP. 5

Function values and first order derivatives, which

are required as input to VA09 are provided by the

subroutine MFLD. Concerning second order derivati

ves, only a positive definite initial estimate of

the Hessian matrix is needed. We have chosen the
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simpliest possible alternative, Le. the identity

matrix. VA09 then gradually approximates the inver

se Hessian. The property of positive definiteness

is preserved in the updating process, so as to

a void the tendency of Newton methods to move in

the wrong direction when far from the optimum.

The single stopping or convergence criterion emplo

yed is the accuracy that the user requires in the

estimates. Thus, the algorithm is terminated when

Ar+ l Ar
Si -Si < EPS for i=1,2, .•• ,k,

where the superindices denote iteration number and

EPS is the prespecified accuracy. 6 Although this

is one obvious convergence criterion, there are

several alternatives, some of which might be more

efficient. 7

According to our experience the algorithm is remar

kably reliable. For almost any conceivable star

ting values for the 8 i : s it converges rapidly to a

local minimum. In case of non-convergence the most

probable cause is that the optimization problem is

not weIl defined (for some 9: s). An illustration

of such a case is given by the example in

Appendix e, where the model is not identified for

certain sets of parameters.

In order to avoid unnecessary long execution times

i t is recommended, however, 1:hat the problem be

scaled such that the S·:s do not differ in magnitu-
l

de by more than a factor of 100. That can always

be achieved by a slight change in the mapping from

the 0i: s to the coefficients, e.g. by specifying
the relevant parameters according to
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where c is a constant.

The first order derivatives are usually very close

to zero at the solution. In general, the biggest

element of the gradient vector should not exceed
-6

1 0 10

Beside the derivatives there are two additional

checks on the solution. Che is the integer IEXIT,

which gives the reason for the exit from VA09. It

can take on the following values.

IEXIT=l The normal exit, in which the accuracy

condition has been fulfilled.

IEXIT=2 The specified accuracy has

obtained. Probable cause is

has been set too small for

word length.

not been

that EPS

computer

IEXIT=3 Maximum number of function evall.lations

MXFN, has been reached.

The other test concerns the estimate of the Hessi

an matrix. By construction, this matrix is positi

ve definite and so its eigenvalues are all strict

ly positive. Equivalently, for the Cholesky facto

rization L'DL of the Hessian, the Cholesky values,

i. e. the diagonal elements of D, are all positi

ve. 8
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O1e (or several) of the Cholesky values may be

very small, however, indicating that the solution

is not wholly satisfactory. That can happen, for

instance, if one of the parameters is just barely

identified, due to strong collinearities in the

data. In such cases the difference between the

largest and the smallest of the Cholesky values

will be big and so the ratio,

will be small.

One measure which can be used as a lower bound for

(; is the Euclidean norm of the gradient vector.

Denoting the gradient vector by g, the Euclidean

norm is defined according to

II gli
k 1/2

( L: g~)
. l :1
].=,

Thus, for a well-behaved solution the following

inequality should hold

l > !2! = COND,
(;

which is the number computed by the program. Ordi

narily COND should be much smaller than one, certa

inly not exceeding 0.1.

Before concluding this section

result reported by Belsley (1980),

ked upon.

an interesting

will be remar-

Considering the DFP algorithm, Belsley finds that

execution times can be considerably reduced (up to
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50 percent) if the Hessian is initialized by the

estimate proposed by Berndt, Hall, Hall and Haus

man (1974), instead of by the identity matrix. The

fact that the BHHH Hessian is quite easy to pro

gram makes the suggested approach particularly at

tractive.

According to a (very) small number of tests, Bel

sley's conclusions do not seem to hold for Fletc

her' s algorithm, however. In fact, initialization

by the BHBH Hessian actually increased execution

times slightly in a few cases. The procedure has

thus not been implemented in the present program.

3.3 caaputatioD of Var(~ )

A

It can be shown that the variance of ä fulfills

the following inequality 9

A o(oL*(e )/00)' -l
Var (e) " - {Er--~-2----- l} .- II-l

09

where 9 is the true parameter vector and II the so
o

called information matrix. since matrices are in-

volved, the interpretation of the inequali ty sign

(

A -l
is that the difference between Var 9) and M is a

positive semidefinite matrix. Equality holds asymp

totically, as the sample size approaches infinity.

A

(be way to estimate Var (Ö) is thus to determine

the analytic expression for M-l and evaluate it at
A

@. For the model in sec. 2, M can be found by a

simple genera1ization of Hendry's (1974) resu1t,

so as to include nonlinear restrictions on the

parameters. l O
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However, since II is a rather eomplieated matrix,

whieh is diffieult to program, we have instead

based our estimate of Var {i)on the Hessian matrix

produeed by the minimization routine (ef. above).

A justifieation for this is given by the following

alternative form of the above inequality,ll

A

Var (a)

where plim denotes probability limit and G{O) the

Hessian, evaluated a t i. The inverse of G{@) i s

thus a eonsistent estimate of the lower bound for
A

Var (Ö) •

As the minimization algorithm makes a seeond order

approximation of the funetion to be minimized, the

Hessian matrix obtained from it will be equal to

G{@) only if L* is quadratie. However, at least in

large samples, L* is known to be very nearly so.

Further, for the models eonsidered by Belsley

(1980) the Hessian matriees produeed by two diffe-

rent quasi-Newton routines were very elose to

their analytie eounterparts, in spite of the

sample sizes being very moderate, 20-40 observa-

tions.

Although the two estimates of Var{O) deseribed

above are asymptotieally equivalent they may of

eourse differ in small samples. In general, varian

ee estimates based on the Hessian matrix tend to

be greater than those based on the information

matrix. 12 Aecordingly, one would expeet inferenees

based on the former estimates to be more cautious.
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3.4 CoIIIpatabi1ity with other COlIIputers

In some respects the proper functioning of the

program relies on characteristics which may be

specific to DEC computers. Without any pretension

to completenes a few remarks will be given on a

couple of such aspects.

The main obstacle to run CONRAD on other computers

probably concerns the input and output of data and

the handling of the corresponding files. For in

stance, the subroutine OC which opens and closes

input and output files cannot be directly transfer

red on other computers. Further, the terminal

output (TYPE statements ) will generally not work

either, on other computers.

Concerning computations, extensive use has been

made of the automatic zero initialization of all

variables and arrays, provided by the DEC FORTRAN

compiler. This feature is, however, common to most

modern compilers.

since all parts of the program are not stored in

one file, loading and execution are performed with

the help of a MIC-file (Macro !nterpreted Comm

ands), initialized by the command /CONRAD. This

facility , which allows operative system commands

to be collected in an executable file, is also

machine dependent.

Finally, a minor difficulty might occur because

some machines, e.g. IBM, have lower character cap

acity than the DEC computers. In the cal1 on the

printout subroutine PVM one of the arguments is a
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character variable, used as heading e.g. the

name of a matrix. This variable has been explicit

ly declared in double precision, allowing the hea

ding to consist of ten characters. The correspon

ding character capacity on IBM computers permit

only eight characters, however, thus requiring the

longest headings to be shortened.
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limES

l Cf. DECSYSTEMlO; FORTRAN-IO Programmer's Referen
ce Manual, 6:th printing, 1975.

2 Since the double precision has been implemented
using the IMPLICIT statement, it can easily be
eliminated if deemed unnecessary, however.

3 I.e. of the Newton type but not requiring evalua
tion of second order derivatives. See e.g. Quandt
(1983, pp. 721-722).

4 An auxiliare routine, MCIIAD, from the same li
brary is also employed.

5 The linear search problem is discussed in Quandt
(1983, pp. 735-737). For comparisons between Fletc
her's algorithm and the DFP, see Fletcher (1970).

6 Termination may also occur because the prespeci
fied maximum number of function evaluations, MXFN,
has been reached.

7 See Belsley (1980) and Qua,ndt (1983, pp. 737
738) .

8 The Cholesky factorization is
in Theil (1983). An extensive
proof of the stated equivalence
Lau (1978).

9 Se Silvey (1975).

10 See Mellander (1984).

11 Cf. Pollock (1979, p. 345).

briefly discussed
treatment and a
can be found in

12 Cf., e.g., Calzolari and Panattoni.
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DlIPUY IJlS"l"RUC"l'I(ilS

Three input files are used. Eåch of these will be

described separately , under headings equal to the

narnes wich should be assigned to them.

Common to all the three files is the use of free

format input. Hence, considering a particular row

the only requirement is that the strings (values)

appear in the prescribed order, separated by at

least one blank position.

Regarding the observations on the endogenous and

predetermined variables, a distinction is made be

tween the dataset in the input file and the data

actually used in the estimation. The latter may be

a subset of the former, differing both in number

of variables and/or observations.

The choice of variables is completely free. Arbi

trary subsystems of the total system comprised in

the data material, may thus be estimated without

renewing the data input. The choice of observa

tions is somewhat more limited, but, e.g., in the

context of time series data it allows the estima

tion to be based on any coherent subperiod.

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 contain schematic representa

tions of the respective files. These are such that

one row in the manual corresponds to one row in

the file. The notations have been chosen so as to

be easily recognizable with those used in

section 2.2.
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Neither of the input files contain information

needed to actually run the program. Such commands

have instead been gathered in a special file.

Thus, when -the input fi les have been properly

arranged the execution can be started by the

simple command /CONRAD. However, before doing so,

Appendix C should be used to check that the stora

ge space currently allocated in the program is

sufficient for the problem at hand.

4.1 DA"l'AM.DA"l'

This file contains observations on the endogenous

and predetermined variables.

The data must be arranged in matrix form. The

matrix should be structured so that the endogenous

and predetermined variables form the block matri

ces, according to

Y1:1 Y1:2 Y'Gn z 1:1 z 1:2 z 1:1;

where

n the number of endogenous variables,

1; the number of predetermined variables,

1: the number of observations on the variables.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the data

actually used in the estimatin may be a subset of

the data matrix in this file. The indices above

thus constitute upper limits for the corresponding

indices of the X matrix (cf. section 2.1), accor

ding to n~n, m~~ and T~~.

In principle, one row in the data matrix should

correspond to one row in the input file. However,

with many variables that may be impossible, due to

lack of space in the file I s rows. In that case the

matrix can be partioned into submatrices of appro

priate sizes. The submatrices should then be "stac

ked" in the file, one underneath the other. For

instance, if the user wants to split up the data

in two parts, the first pari: containing all the

endogenous variables and the first predetermined

variable, that could be done in the following way:

y~n z
'1"1

The number of blocks and the number of columns in

each block is freely determined by the user. Dif-
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ferrent blocks need not have equally many columns.

They must, however, have the same number of rows

(i.e 'd.

The blocks may be separated by blank rows. This

may be convenient, e.g. making it easier to check

the file. The number of blank rows - which may be

zero is set by the user. However, all blocks

must be separated by the same number of blank

rows. No blank rows should preceed the first

block.

4.2 PARIC.DAT

Initial values for the unrestricted parameters and

information about inequality constraints should be

provided in this file.

File structure

-ke

where

i (51 )

i (0"2 )

-k
,Q, (e ) -kyju(e )

k the number of unrestricted parameters to

be estimated
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-o:
G 0:=1, "', k. The initial value of the para-

meter having the o::th ordinal number. (Or

dinal numbers will always be indicated by

superindicies, so as to avoid confusion

with the subindices used in section 2.)

l~i~k. The (sub)index of the parameter

whose initial value i s GO:.

=0 if no hyperbolic transformation should

be applied to the parameter (defaul t) ,

=1 if the parameter should be transformed

according to (5a),

=2 if the parameter should be transformed

according to (5b).

y/u(8"O:) Required only if 1=)(,(8"0:);;.1. If 1=1 the

parameter's lower limit, i.e. y, should be

given and if )(,=2 the upper limit, u. De

fault value is zero.

4.3 GICOF.DAT

In this file some general information should first

be given, regarding, i.a., the stochastic specifi

cation and the format of output. Then the file

DATAM.DAT should be described. Finally, the desi

red data set and the nonzero coefficients have to

be specified.

A subset of the data in DATAM., DAT is determined in

the following way. The relevant observations are

indicated by the row numbers of the data matrix,

that correspond to the "first" and "last" observa

tions. To select the appropriate variables, max

imum numbers are first se"t for both the endogenous
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and the predetermined variables. In the respective

block matrices (cf. 4.1) these numbers are equal

to the column numbers corresponding 'to the right

most of the considered variables. Whether the max

imum numbers of variables will be equal to the

numbers of variables actually taken into

account in the estimation, is decided by the speci

fication of the coefficients in the A matrix.

All coefficients not explicitly specified will be

set equal to zero. This also applies to the diago

nal elements of the B matrix (which usually are

automatically set to -l in most programs). Among

the variables chosen in the first step (cf.

above), certain ones can thus be ignored in the

estimation by not specifying the coefficients asso

ciated with them.

No difference is made between G
i

, hl(Gi) and

h2(Gi) when the coefficients are specified. All

three of these expressions are identified with the

index i. The task here is ,thus only to assign

values to the constants in the polynomials in (8a)

and (8b) in section 2.2.2.

As all nonzero coefficients should be defined ac

cording to the same principle only one coefficient

is shown in the schematic file structure below.

For easy reference to (8), constants in the polyno

mials have been written with small letters. To

simplify the notation the common index g has been

suppressed, however.

As in the previous section, superindicies denote

ordinal numbers.
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LP EPS MXFN WIDTH HEAD

NY NZ NO

NBLC ICL(I) lCL(NBLC) NBR

lFO ILa NMX MMX

(TitIe)

NA lORI IOR2

lA JA ITYPE

r o
l

r

J.n
r

l
p

nJ.n
p

1
s

J.d
s

1
er

nJ.d
er

J. n nJ.n

i [ rJ. n]

i[pI]

i[pnJ.n]

il' sI]

nJ.d

a
g
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LP Determines the stochastic specification;

=1 for autocorrelated errors,

=0 otherwise.

EPS A real positive number, specifying the

accuracy of the estimates (cf. 3.2).

MXFN

WIDTR

READ

Should be set to O in the first run, resul

ting in printout of all input data in RESF

l. DAT. Ot.herwise set equal to the maximum

number of evaluations of the log-likeliho

od function.

The maximum number of character positions

per row, in the main output file.

Required only if the user wants to provide

the output files with atitie, then

READ=l.

NY The number of endogenous variables in the

data matrix in DATAM.DAT.

NZ The number of predetermined variables in

the data matrix in DATAM. DAT.

NO The number of observations on the variab

les in DATAM.DAT.

NBLC The number of blocks into which the data

matrix in DATAM.DAT is partitioned.

ICL(i) Required only if NBLC>l. The number of

columns in the i:th block, i=l,2, ...,
NBLC.

NBR The number of blank rows between the

blocks. Assumed to be zero if omitted.
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The row numbers of the data matrix in

ILO DATAM.DAT, corresponding to the first and

last observations, respectively, that are

to be considered in the estimation.

NMX,

MMX

Title

The maximum numbers of endogenous and pre

determined variables, respectively, that

are to be considered in the estimation

(cf. the beginning of this section).

Only if HEAD=l. The maximum length of the

title is 76 characters, including blanks.

NA The number of all nonzero coefficients in

the A matrix.

The numbers of the l~quations containing

intercepts. These

the calculation of

res. A particular

are required only for

goodness-of-fit measu

equation is identified

by the number of the column in the data

matrix that contains its endogenous variab

le.

lA, JA The coefficients I row and column indices,

respectively, in the A matrix.

ITYPE =0 if the coefficient is restricted, a

priori, to be equal "1:0 a constant,

=1 if the coefficient is equal to (a

special case of) n in (8a),g
=2 otherwise.

ro The eonstant in the polynomial ng which

constitutes the numerator of ag' If

ITYPE=O, ro is set equal to the a priori
constant and the definition of the coeffi

cient is completed.
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1n, n1n ~~<:::!.f!.,::d onl-x.._if.__!.-TYPE>O. The number of

terms in the linear and nonlinear parts of

ng, respeetively. Thus, 1n is equal to the
number of (nonzero) r: s and n1n -to number

of p: s.

1d, Spee:!.f:!.'::~_.9nlL_!.f ITZPE~2. The
eons tant in d • 1 d and n1d areg
analogy with 1n and n1n, i.e.

So is the

defined in

1d is the

number of s: S and n1 d the number of a: S .

Kr , ~i.f i e~__~nly _j.~_~E:~'O•

is the K:th eonstant and

the parameter assoeiat:ed

KK=l, ..• , 1n. r

i[rKlthe index of

withthis eons-

Il,
P ,

tant. As indieated by the use of superindi

ees, no partieular order is required.

Speeifie~?ly_ if__?~n>O. ~=l, ••• , n1n.

The notations are analogous with those

used for the r:s. The i- and j-indiees may

be equal.

If ITYPE~2, the nonzero s- and a-eons tants with

related indiees are then specified, in -the same

way as the r:s and p:s.
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The results are presented in four output files. In

addition, some information - e. g. concerning the

development of the likelihood function in the the

search for the optimum - is provided as terminal

output, during the execution.

The content of this section is organized in the

same way as that of the preceeding one, i.e. it is

divided into subsections corresponding to the dif

ferent output files. Further, there is also a

short subsection about the terminal output.

It is recommended that this section and the examp

le in Appendix C be read in parallel.

5.1 RESF1.DA~

This file will be created only if the parameter

MXFN is set to zero. In that case the input to

CONRAD, organized in easily readable form, will be

printed here, whereupon the execution will be ter

minated. This should enable the user to check that

the input has been properly arranged, before tur

ning to the actual estimation. Further, the file

provides a thorough documentat.ion of the data and

specifications used in the regression.

Concerning the data, only the NMX and MMX first

columns of the Y and Z matrices are printed, re

spectively, beginning with the IFO:th observation
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and ending with the ILO:th. (The format is Fll.6.)

The number of observations (i. e. IL<rIFGl-l) is

then explicitly given, together with the values of

IFO and ILO.

If the veetor autoregressive stochastic specifica

tion has been chosen, that will be indicated by a

statement saying that the number of observations

on the model is one less than the number of obser

vations on the variables.

Then the initial values for the parameters are

given, together with information abou·t the inequa

litY constraints. Aetually, the initial values sub

jeet to the ehosen hyperbolie transformations are

given, rather than the initial values themselves.

The reason for this is just that it makes it

easier to cheek the equality eonstraints (ef.

below) •

The required aeeuraey in the estimates , i. e. the

value of the parameter EPS (ef. see. 3.2), is als o

shown.

Sinee the program sorts the rows of PARIC.DAT

aceording to parameter index, the initial values

and information about the transformations will

appear in inereasing order, irrespective of the

order in which they have been input. The transfor

mations are identified by the numbers O (no trans

formation), l and 2 as set out in see 2.2.

the
of

ones implied by
the initial values

the
and

should be
constraints

a ... S
1J"

specified

Finally, the values of the nonzero elements of the

coefficient matrix A are given, together with the

eorresponding equali ty constraints. The values of

the
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the (hyperbolically transformed) parameters. No

change is made with respect to order, i. e. the

coefficients appear in the same order as they have

been input in GICOF.DAT.

For each of the coefficients the type of constra

int is indicated by the value of ITYPE (cf.

sec 4.3). The constants in the mapping from the

(transformed) parameters are also given, together

wi th the indices of the corresponding parameters.

The constants are denoted in the same way as in

(8a) and (Sb) in sec. 2.2.2, except that the p:s

and eJ: S are denoted "greek r" and "greek s", re

spectively.

5 • 2 TERMIJ!IAL <D'l"PO"l'

One type of terminal output cancerns checks on

input and problem specification. The program per

forms a number of such checks, before starting on

the actual estimation. If an error is detected it

is communicated to the user via the terminal,

whereafter the execution is stopped.

During the optimization the function value and its

two basic components will be printed according to

F J,n(det(B») J,n(det(l:»

each time the function is evaluated ("J,n" and

"det" denote natural logarithm and determinant,

respectively). The relationship between the

function F and the two determinants is given by
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whereas the relationship between F and the log

likelihood funetion is given in see. 2.4.

After the final iteration, "END OF VAOg" will be

printed. The estimated parameter vector and the

eorresponding gradient vector are then given,

their elements ordered aeeording to parameter

index. A final printing of F and the logarithms of

the two determinants eonelude the terminal output.

5.3 RESF2.DA~

This is the main output file. ~~e first line eonta

ins some teehnieal information, eonveyed through

the variables IEXIT and COND. If the run has been

sueeesful IEXIT should equal uni ty and COND be

less than 0.1 (ef. see. 3.2). The final F-value

and the logari thms of the eorresponding determi

nants are then given (ef. the previous section).

To enable eomputation of the generalized R2 measu

re proposed by Berndt l the logarithm of the deter

minant of a matrix denoted (Y-YBAR.) , (Y-YBAR.) is

also given. The generalized R2 , whieh measures the

goodness of fit for the whole system of equations,

can be obtained aeeording to

'R2 = l - exp {Jl.n(det(l:» - 2 Jl.n(det(B»

-Jl.n[det( (Y-YBAR)'(Y-YBAR»)l}

Ordinarily, the i:th eolumn o:E YBAR. will eontain

the mean value of the i: th endogenous variable,

the matrix Y-YBAR. thus eontaining the deviations

of the endogenous variables from their respeetive

means. However, if the i:th equation does not

eontain an intereept, the i:th eolumn of YBAR will

eontain zeros only.
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In case some of the NMX first equations are not

considered in the estimation they are of course

not considered in the calculation of det[ (Y

YBAR) , (Y-YBAR) l either.

To indicate the relevant alternative of these

three possibilities with respect to the different

equations, a row of the matrix YBAR has been prin

ted below the logarithm of det[(Y-YBAR)'(Y-YBAR)l.

Equations which have not been considered in the

computation of the determinant are indicated by

the value of -999.

The estimated parameter vector is then given, fol

lowed by the corresponding vectors of first order

derivatives (the gradient) and standard errors,

respectively.

To make it possible to calcula.te the variances of

coefficients involving several parameters, the

complete covariance matrix of the parameter vector

is also printed. (The standard errors have, of

course, been obtained as the square root of the

diagonal elements of this ma1:rix.) The heading,

HESIAN(-l), where (-l) indicates inverse, refers

to the way this matrix has been estimatedj see

further sec. 3.3.

Most of the following output should be easily

understood, since the notation corresponds direct

ly to the one used in sec. 2.

The goodness of fit measure used for the individu

al equations needs some explanation, however. It

is equal to the squared cosine of the angle betwe

en either the vector of observations on the endoge-
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nous variable (y) and the corresponding predicted

vector (yp), or between the same vectors, measured

as deviations from their respective means. 2 The

latter variant, which is used if the equation

contains an intercept, is equal to the squared

correlation coefficient between y and yp. [ef.

Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1970, p. 303). J

In contrast to the conventional R2 , which is not

bounded from below when applied to one of the

equations in a simultaneous system, this measure

always lies in the closed interval [O, l J. It is

also applicable in the case of nonlinearities,

which R2 is not. 3

The d statistic of Durbin and Watson (1950, 1951)

is supplied in connection with the goodness of fit

measure (under the heading "D-W"). It shou1d be

pointed out, however, that the distributional pro

perties of this statistic are not we11 known in

the context of simultaneous1y E~stimated systems of

equations. 4 This holds in particu1ar if nonlineari

ties are present. It is thus intended as an indica

tive measure rather than as a test statistic. For

testing purposes the LR test described at the end

of sec. 2.4 is instead recommended. 5

5.4 RESF3.DAT

The content of this file is supp1ied by the optimi

zation algorithm. Presumably, it will be of inte

rest only if the execution is unsatisfactory in

some technical sense - as indicated, e.g., by the

va lues of IEXIT and COND, given at the beginning

of RESF2. DAT.
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For every fifth iteration, and also on exit, the

following is printed

Iteration number, Number of calls of MFLD

The value of F

(5 to a line)

( "-

where g. is the first order derivate of F with
l "

respect to ei •

On exit, the value of IEXIT is also printed, after

the number of calls on MFLD.

It is the number of calls on IVIFLD that is delimi

ted by the setting of the parameter MXFN (cf.

seco 4.3) .The number of iterations will be at most

equal to the number of calls on MFLD but usually

somewhat smaller. 6

5.5 RESF4.DA".r

This file is organized in the same way as the

input file PARIC.DAT, the only difference being

that the final estimates of the parameters have

been substituted for the initial values.

After having been renarned it can thus serve as an

input file in the next run. This is convenient if,

e. g., the optimization algori thm has been stopped

before having reached the optimum, due to a too

low value having been assigned to MXFN. The search

can then continue from the point where it was

previausly terminated.
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Another conceivable use of the file is to provide

starting values when the stochastic specification

is changed from the one assuming time-independent

residuals to the one allowing them to follow a

first order vector autoregression.
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BarES

l Cf. Berndt and Khaled (1979, p. 1228). Other
generalized measures have been proposed bye. g.
Carter and Nagar (1977). The advantage of Berndt's
measure is that it is the only eme which is invari
ant to whether the structural or the reduced form
of the system is considered.

2 Cf. Haessel (1978).

3 There is a close relationship between the two
measures, however, in that they take on identical
values when applied to a linear equation with
intercept, estimated by OLS.

4 ef., however, Durbin (1957).

5 If, still, used as a test statistic Farebroth
er's (1980) tables should be used if the equation
does not contain an intercept.. Further, if the
equation contains lagged endogenous variables the
"h" statistic should be substituted for the d
statistic. The former can, however, be computed
with the help of the latter, cf. Durbin (1970
p. 419).

6 The reason is that the algori thm sometimes has
to seek the minimum along a line, in order to
obtain a sufficient reduction in F, in which case
the iteration will involve several function evalua
tions. This is the "linear search subproblem" re
ferred to in sec. 3.2.
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Appendix A "l'IIE CCllCERTRA"l'ED LOG-LI.KELIH()(D FOIIC

TICII Alm ITS FIRm ORDER. DERIVATIVES

The (unconcentrated) log-likelihood function corre

sponding to the equations (l), (2) and (3) is

given byl

(al)

where index ldenotes one period lag and

k = - ~nT.Q.n(2II).

It should be noticed that T is the number of

observations on the model, which is one less the

number of observations on the variables.

Application of matrix differentiation techniques,2

yields the following first order conditions for H

and ~, respectively.

-U'U H·~-l + U'UE- l = O
l l l (a2)

= O. (a3)

Since H and ~ are both unrestricted, they can be

solved for from (a2) and (a3).3 Substitution of

the solutions into (al) gives the concentrated

log-likelihood function.
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The solution for H, implied by (a2), is

fl = H(e)

(a4)

By substitution of (a4) in (a3) ~ can also be

expressed as a function of e, according to

(a5)

The concentrated log-likelihood function thus beco-

mes

L* (e)

where

l ~

= k* + Ty.nIBI - 2Ty.nl~l, (a6)

Differention of L* yields3 ,4

(a7)

where the n(n+m)xk matrix ovecA/09 can be written

ovecA-----oe
= (ovecA

() l ,

ovecA
08

2 , ••• I

(a8)
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Denoting a partieular element: of vecA by ag (ef.

sec. 2.2.2) I the derivative of this coefficient

with respect to the i:th parameter can be obtained

according to

Expansion of the first factor on the RHS yields

(a9)

oa___L_

ohJ.(8 i )

where

on
= rd---·~"-

gOhJ.(8
i

)
(alO)

(all)

and an analogous expressian for OdgfohJ.(8i)' with

r and p replaced by s and o,respectively.

For J.=O the last factor on the RHS of (a9) equals

unity (cL sec. 2.2.2). I f J.=l then

oh
l

(8 i ) [ 8. fhl (8. ) p for Y,>O
{. l l l. (a12)--'"~-- =

08.
8, fr hl (8. ) + 0.051 for y.=Ol
l· l. l

(cf. sec. 2.2.1). The corresponding formula for

J.=2 is obtained by mere substitution of 2 and vi

for l and y i' respectivelYI and multiplication by

-1.
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RarES

l ef. Hendry (1971).

2 ef., e.g., Neudecker (1969) and Pollcock (1979).
Derivations based on Pollock I s conventions can be
found in Mellander (1984).

3 The solutions for H and X, given below, can also
be found in Hendry, op.cit.

4 A derivation is given in Mellander (1984). Fol
lowing Pollock (op.cit.) oL*/o9 is defined to be a
row vector; thus the transposition.

5 The corresponding expression for the case when A
is unrestricted, is given in Hendry (op.cit.). Due
to a misprinting, the prime on the first H in the
last term has been omitted there, however.
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Appendix B DIMERSI<JI STATEMEI!r.rS

Minimum dimension requirements are given in the

following copy of the file CONRAD.DOC. ("*" indi

cates multiplication.)

CONRAD. DOC

11A I N F'ROORf~M:

DIMENSION ICLI15I,TITLEI19I,IORINMXI,ITETAIKF'1
DIMENSION TETAIKF'I,ORADIKF'I,EPSVIKPI,HESIKF'*KPI
DIMENSION YBRINMXI,YF'IT*NMX),YF'BRINMX),YLSINMX*NMX)
COMMONIDATAl XlT*1 NY+MMX) I, XIlT*ICMX), NMX, MMX, T, ICMX, TINV
COMMON/COEFF I NA, NOAINA, 2 l, ITYF' l NA), NI l NA, 4 l, ROSOINA, 2),
1 RS I S" 2 I, I XLllk, 2 I, GRGS I$,2 I, I XNLl $,4 I,
2 Al NMX*ICMX), BT I NMX*NMX I, HAINMX*ICMX I
COMMONIPARI IHT IKF' I, CHTl KF' I, KDUM
CDMMON/RESI UIT*NMXI,UIIT*NMXI,UIHTIT*NMX),
1 UTUIINMX*NMXI,UISQINMX*NMX),SIOMAINMX*NMX)

DIMENSION ZZIKF'I,NOINAI,DOINAI,FIINMX*ICMXI
COMMON IDATAl
COMMON/COEFFI
COMMONIPARI
COMMON/RESI

:",UBROUT I NE POL:

COMMON/COEFFI
COMMON/F'ARI

SUBROUTINE DPOL:

COMMON/COEFFI

::;YMBOLS NOT USED I I N SEC. 4 I I N THE MANUAL:
KP THE NUMBER OF PARAMETER:3 TO BE ESTIMATED IDENOTED BY SMALL

K IN THE MANUALl.
T ILO-IFO+I
ICMX NMX+MMX
e, MAX I & t. eä l WHERE ed AND e~2 ARE THE NUMBER OF "R" - AND

"S"-CONSTANTS DECLARED, RESPECTIVELY.
$ MAXI$I,$21 WHERE $1 AND $2 ARE THE NUMBER OF "GREEl< R"

AND "GREEK S"-CONSTANT:3 DECLARED, RESPECTIVELY.

The COMMON blocks of the subroutines are identical

with the corresponding blocks in the main program.

Thus, when dimensions are changed the newly decla-

red blocks can simply be copied from the main

program into the subroutines.
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Appendix C AB' EXAMPLE1

The example is based on the disequilibrium version

of the supply and demand model for exports, sugges

ted by Goldstein and Khan (1978). The model will

be estimated on Swedish annual data 1959-80, under

the two alternative stochastic speeifieations that

the program can allow for.

Goldstein and Khan eonsider the following demand

and supply equations for exports.

log xd
t = a ( / )O + a llog px pxw t + a 210g YWt

where

(el)

xd =

px =
pxw =

yw =

quantity of exports demanded

priee of exports

weighted average of the export priees of

the eountry's trading partners

weighted average of the real ineomes of the

eountry's trading partners

and

where

*= So +Sllog(px/p)t + S3Yt (e2)

xs =
px =
p =
y* =

quantity of exports supplied

priee of exports

domestic priee index

logari thm of an index of domestic capacity.

l The dataset used in this example was kindly
provided by Eva Christina Horwitz, OECD, Paris.
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To these equations the following partiaI ad just

ment meehanisms are added

log Xt - log Xt-l = y(log X~ - log Xt-l)

and

log pXt - log PXt-l = A(log Xt - log X~).

(e3)

(e4)

To get the notation in aeeordanee with that used

in seetion 2, let

Substituion of (el) in (e3) and (e2) in (e4) then

yields the following system

log xt = a1210g pXt + a13 + a1410g PXWt

+ a1510g yWt + a18 log Xt-l

log pXt = a21 10g Xt + a23 + a2610g Pt

+ a 27Yt * + a2910g PXt-l

where

a 12 = e le 3' a13 = e le 2' a14 = -a12'

a15 = ele4' a18 = l-el'

e -e e
5 5 6a 21 = a 23 = -"~---"---

l+e e l+e e
5 7 5 7

e e -e e5 7 5 8a 26 = ---~ a 27 = --~---~-

l+e e l+e e
5 7 5 7

la
29 = --,--

l+e e5 7

(e5)

(e6)
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The Y and Z matrices are thus

y = (109 x, 109 px)

and

z = (1, 109 pzw, 109 yw, 109 p, y*, 109 x_l'

109 px- l )

where 1 is the uni t vector.

Regarding identification, it can readily be seen

that problems are bound to occur whenever 01'

and/or 05 are close to zero, since several of the

columns of ovecA/oO will then approach zero vec

torso In fact, the latter parameter can cause

trouble even without being particularly small, pro-

vided the product °507 is large.
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Input

DATAM.DAT
0.5';>:333 4.34251 1- 4.42004 4.03954 4.30136 4.08933 0.50682 4.~:4251

0.72271 4.36437 1- 4.44030 4.15779 4.32413 4.16200 0.59333 4.34251
0.81978 4.37450 1- 4.45085 4.19192 4. :;:5927 4.22975 0.72271 4.36437
0.92028 4.37450 1. 4.44969 4.25731 4.36945 4.29456 0.81978 4.37450
1.0006:3 4. :3';>445 1- 4.45783 4.32744 4.37450 4.35543 0.92028 4.37450
1. 10856 4.40672 1. 4.47050 4.44524 4.41764 4.41159 1.00063 4.39445
1- 18173 4.4:3082 1- 4.48526 4.54287 4.45899 4.46591 1.10856 4.40672
1.26976 4.45435 1. 4.50756 4.63337 4.47392 4.51743 1.18173 4.43082
1.31';>0'7 4.48864 1. 4.51305 4.69583 4.46706 4.56539 1.26976 4.45435
1..39377 4.4E:864 1- 4.50976 4.83961 4.45202 4.61115 1.31909 4. 48E:64
1.53687 4.52179 1- 4.544:36 4.96375 4.51415 4.65586 1.39377 4.48864
1.65250 4.60517 1- 4.60517 5.04349 4.60517 4. 69E:66 1.53687 4.52179
1.70656 4.65396 1. 4.65110 5.11883 4.65205 4.73883 1.65250 4.60517
1.73519 4.7E:749 1- 4.73180 5.20351 4.77576 4.77828 1.70656 4.65396
1.88555 4.96284 1- 4.89485 5.33383 4. '77949 4.81624 1. 73519 4.78749
1. 9544~5 5.15329 1- 5.09006 5.43149 5.18122 4.85203 1.88555 4.96284
1.8:3555 5.34711 1. 5.20483 5.38564 5. :34568 4.887:34 1.95445 5.15329
1. ';>065:3 5.:3:=:907 1. 5.213:30 5.48935 5.36317 4.92071 1.88555 5.34711
1. :39912 5.45104 1. 5.29079 5.54869 5.42495 4.95371 1.90658 5.38907
1.95303 5.53733 1. 5.44415 5.58953 5.51423 4.98498 1.89912 5.45104
2. 013~57 5.69709 1- 5.57405 5.63679 5.673::::2 5.01595 1.95303 5.53733
1.96991 5.84064 1- 5.67195 5.69235 5.82393 5.04600 2.01357 5.69709

The 22 observations cover the period 1959-80. Howe

ver, to make the estimations under the two alterna

tive stochastic specifications comparable, the

first observation will be disregarded when the

residuals are assumed to be only contemporaneously

correlated. (This is also required for the LR test

of B=O to to be applicable, cL sec. 2.4.)

PARIC.DAT
8
0.30 1
-4.31 2
-:3.:30 :3
'1.22 4
0.70 5
::;:.77 7
-0.94 6
0.48 8

In this case, it is hard to think of interesting

inequality constraints, relating to several parame

ters simultaneously. Consequently no use has been

made of the hyperbolic transformations.
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GICOF.DAT
o 1.E-IO o 78 1
2 7 22

2 22 2 7
EXPORT SYSTEM ACC. TO GOLDSTEIN 8< KHAN (1978). ESTIMATION PERIOD 1960-80.
12 1 2
1 1 O
-1.0
1 3 1
0.0 O 1
1.0 1 2
1 4 1
0.0 (> 1
-1. O 1 :3
1 5 1
0.0 O 1
1.(> 1 4
1 8 1
1.0 1
-1. O 1
2: 1 2
O. O 1 (> 1. (> (> 1
1.0 5
1.0 5 7
220
-1.(>
2 :3 2
0.0 (> 1 1.0 (> 1
-1. O 5 6
1.(> 5 7
262
O. O O 1 1. O O 1
1. O 5 7
1.0 5 7
272
0.0 (> 1 1.0 O 1
-1.0 5 8
1.(1 5 7
292
1.0 (I (I 1.(1 (I 1
1. O 5 7
l 2 1
0.0 O 1
1. (I 1 :3

Notice that LP=Q since the first estimation is to

be performed with 0=0. Further, MXFN has been set

to zero, in order to obtain a printout

input in RESFl.DAT. As indicated by IFO

number on the fourth line) the first row

matrix in DATAM.DAT should be ignored.

of the

(first

of the

The execution is initializE~d

/CONRAD (cf. section 3.4).

by the command
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Reau1ta

RESF1.DAT

=============================================================================
EXPORT SYSTEM AGG. TO GOLDSTEIN & KHAN (1978). ESTIMATlON PERIOD 1960-80.

=============================================================================

Y-MATRIX

0.722710
0.819780
0.920280
1.000630
1.108560
1. 181730
1.269760
1. :319090
1.393770
1.536870
1.652500
1.706560
1.735190
1.885550
1.954450
1.885550
1.906580
1.899120
1.953030
2.013570
1.969910

4.364370
4.374500
4.374500
4.394450
4.406720
4.430820
4.454350
4.488640
4.488640
4.521790
4.605170
4.653960
4.787490
4.962840
5.153290
5.347110
5.389070
5.451040
5.537330
5.697090
5.840640

Z-MATRIX

1.000000 4.440300 4.157790 4.324130 4.162000 0.593330 4.342510
1.000000 4.450850 4. 1'?1 'no 4.359270 4.229750 0.722710 4.364370
1.000000 4.449690 4.257310 4. 3694~,0 4.294560 0.819780 4.374500
1.000000 4.457830 4.327440 4.374500 4.355430 0.920280 4.374500
1.000000 4.470500 4.445240 4.417640 4.411590 1.000630 4.394450
1.000000 4.485260 4.542870 4.458990 4.465910 1.108560 4.406720
1.000000 4.507560 4.633370 4.473920 4.517430 1.181730 4.430820
1.000000 4.513050 4.695830 4.467060 4.565390 1.269760 4.454350
1.000000 4.509760 4.839610 4.452020 4.611150 1.319090 4.488640
1.000000 4.544360 4.963750 4.514150 4.655860 1•.393770 4.488640
1.000000 4.605170 5.043490 4.605170 4.698660 1.536870 4.521790
.1 .. 000000 4.651100 5.118830 4.652050 4.738830 1 .. 652500 4.605170
1.000000 4.7:31800 5.203510 4.775760 4.778280 1.706560 4.653960
1.000000 4.894850 5.333830 4.979490 4.816240 1.735190 4.787490
1.000000 5.0900C,O 5.4314';>0 5.181220 4. :352030 1.8:35550 4.962:340
1.000000 5.204830 5.385640 5.345680 4.887340 1.954450 5.153290
1.000000 5.21:3300 5.489350 5.363170 4.920710 1.:385550 5. :347110
1.000000 5.290790 5.548690 5.424950 4. 95~:710 1.90c.580 5.389070
1.000000 5.444150 5.589530 5.514230 4.984980 1. 899120 5.451040
1.000000 5.574050 5.636790 5.673320 5.015950 1.953030 5.537330
1.000000 5.671950 5.6';'2350 5.823'130 5.046000 2.013570 5.6'n090

21 OSERVATIONS; NUMBER 2 TO 22

PARAMETERS, INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS

I NIT. VALUES
0.300000

-4.310000
-3.300000

1.220000
0.700000

-0.';>40000
3.770000
0.480000

INDEX
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
:3

TRANSF.
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

BOUND

REQUIRED AGGURAGY IN THE ESTIMATES: .10E-09
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EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS

A( l, 1) -1.00000 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: O

RO = -1. 00

A( l, 3) = -1.29300 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: l

CONSTANTS GREEK R 1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDICES 1 2

A( l, 4) = 0.';>9000 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: l

CONSTANTS GREEK R
CORR. PAR.-INDICES

Al l, 5) = 0.36600

CONSTANTS GREEK R
CORR. PAR.-INDICES

-1.00
l :3

TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: l

1.00
l 4

Al l, 8) = 0.70000 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: l

RO = 1.00

CONSTANTS R
CORR. PAR.-INDEX

-1.00
l

Al 2, I) = 0.19236 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: 2

CONSTANTS R 1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDEX 5

so = 1.00

CONSTANTS GREEK S
GORR. PAR.-INDICES

1. 00
5 7

Al 2, 2) = -1.00000 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT' O

RO = -1.00

A( 2, 3) = 0.18082 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: 2

CONSTANTS GREEK R -1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDICES 5 6

so = 1. 00

CONSTANTS GREEK S
CORR. PAR.-INDICES

1.00
5 7

A( 2, 6) = 0.72520 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: 2

CONSTANTS GREEK R 1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDICES 5 7

so = 1.00

CONSTANTS GREEK S
CORR. PAR.-INDICES

1.00
5 7

Al 2, 7) = -0.09233 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: 2

CONSTANTS GREEK R -1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDICES 5 8

so = 1.00

CONSTANTS GREEK S 1.00
CORR. PAR.-INOICES :5 7

A( 2, 9) = 0.27480 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: 2

RO 1.00

SO 1.00

CONSTANTS GREEK S 1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDICES :5 7

A( l, 2) = -0.99000 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT: l

CONSTANTS GREEK R 1.00
CORR. PAR.-INDICES l 3
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RESF2.DAT

=============================================================================
EXPORT S;YSTEM ACC. TO GOLDSTEIN 8< KHAN (1978 l. ESTIMATION PERIOD 1960-80.

=============================================================================

IEXIT= l COND= 0.00051

F= -O. 1639077E+03 LNDET(Bl= 0.7642503E-Ol LNDET(SIGMAl= -O. 1545741E+02

LNDET«Y-YBARl'(Y-YBARll= 0.1638678E+Ol

YBAR

1.5160 4.8440

MINIMUM AT

0.430094 -.3.482521 -1.844085 1.030875 0.409488 -3.988291 7.544305

1.129218

GRADIENT

-O. 261E-08 O.174E-08 0.160E-08 0.166E-07 0.398E-09 0.445E-09 0.136E-I0

0.131E-08

STD. DEV.

0.133503 0.621433 1.059768 0.136895 0.502542 2.327499 10.388072

0.559935

HESIAN(-ll

O.178232E-Ol
0.594090E-Ol
O.122313E+00

-O. 138205E-Ol
O.445125E-Ol

-O. 195525E+00
-o. 842102E+00
0.474743E-Ol

-O. 195525E+00
-O. 885888E+00
-O. 172579E+Ol

0.200573E+00
-O. 111886E+Ol
0.541725E+Ol
0.221032E+02

-O. 130229E+Ol

O.594090E-Ol
0.386179E+00
0.624069E+OO

-O. :348954E-Ol
0.212298E+00

-O. 885888E+00
-0.401861E+Ol
0.216497E+00

-O. 842102E+00
-O.401861E+Ol
-o. 738414E+Ol

0.904124E+00
-0.501254E+Ol

O.221032E+02
0.107912E+03

-O. 538755E+Ol

O.12231::::E+OO
0.624069E+00
0.112311E+Ol

-O. 139720E+OO
0.390561E+00

-O. 172579E+Ol
-O. 738414E+Ol

0.418723E+OO

0.474743E-Ol
0.216497E+OO
0.418723E+00

-O. 489658E-Ol
0.271793E+00

-0.1:30229E+Ol
-O. 538755E+Ol

0.313527E+OO

-O. 1~:8205E -O l
-O. 848954E-Ol
-O. 139720E+00
0.187402E-Ol

-O. 477737E-Ol
0.200573E+00
O. Cj04124E+OO

-O. 489658E-Ol

O.445125E-Ol
O.212298E+00
O.390561E+00

-O. 477737E-Ol
O.252548E+OO

-O. 111886E+Ol
-O.501254E+Ol

O.2717'il3E+OO
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-1.000000 -0.793131 -1.497813
0.100136 -1.000000 0.399:373

0.793131
0.000000

0.443373
0.000000

0.000000 0.000000
0.755460 -0.113076

0.569906
0.000000

SIGMA

0.000000
0.244540

0.000898 -0.000260
-0.000260 0.000291

STRUCTURAL FORM EQ. , NR. ,

OBS. Y YP
2 0.72271 0.74401
3 0.81978 0.83321
4 0.92028 0.91660
5 1.00063 0.99560
6 1. 10856 1.09394
7 1. 18173 1.1'?133
8 1. 26976 1.27218
'Y 1.31909 1.32720

10 1.39377 1. 41645
11 1.53687 1. 51520
12 1.65250 1.61421
13 1.70656 1. 71124
14 1.73519 1.73769
15 1.88555 1.80204
16 1.95445 1.93480
17 1.88555 1.89104
18 1.90658 1.87120
19 1.89912 1. 92180
20 1. 95~:03 1.98885
21 2.01:357 2.01685
22 1.96991 2.03978

(COS(P»**2 D-W
0.9948 1.4975

RE':>.
-0.02130
-0.01:343

0.00368
0.0050:3
0.01,462

-0.00960
-0.00242
-0.00811
-0.02268
0.02167
0.03:329

-0.00468
-0.00250
0.08351
0.01965

-0.00549
0.03538

-0.0226:3
-0.03582
-0.0032:3
-0.06987

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBAR)

STRUCTURAL FORM EQ. , NR. , 2

OBS. Y YP RES.
2 4.36437 4.32975 0.03462
3 4.37450 4.36370 0.01080
4 4.37450 4.37660 -0.00210
5 4.39445 4.38158 0.01287
6 4.40672 4.42351 -0.01679
7 4.43082 4.4589:3 -0.02811
8 4.45435 4.47909 -0.02-474
9 4.48864 4.47918 0.00946

10 4.48804 4.47851 0.01013
11 4.52179 4.5;3472 -0.01293
12 4.60517 4.61832 -0.01:315
13 4.65396 4.67500 -0.02104
14 4.78749 4.77880 0.00869
15 4.96284 4. '?7612 -0.0132:3
16 5.15329 5.17425 -0.02096
17 5.34711 5.3:34113 0.0129:3
18 5.38907 5.39312 -0.00405
19 5.45104 5.445513 0.00546
20 5.53733 5.53004 0.00729
21 5.6970'? 5.67389 0.02320
2? 5.84064 5.81896 0.02168

(COS(P) )**2 D-W
0.9989 1. 1380

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBAR)
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-1.681056
0.231038

OMEGA

0.734774
0.07:3578

60

0.410751 -0.555092 0.083085
0.041131 0.699875 -0.104756

0.527973 -0.1796E:2
0.052869 0.226548

0.001282 -0.000327
-0.000327 0.000213

REDUCED FORM EQ •• NR.:

OBS. Y YP
2 0.72271 0.76788
3 0.81978 0.84015
4 0.92028 0.91533
5 1.00063 1.00543
6 1. 10856 1.08268
7 1. 1817:3 1. 169';>7
8 1.26976 1.25382
',~ 1.31909 1.33355

10 1.39:3.:77 1.42223
11 1.53687 1.50730
12 1.65250 1.60736
13 1.70656 1.69544
14 1. 73519 1.74390
15 1.88555 1.79842
16 1.95445 1.92084
17 1.:38555 1.90014
18 1.90658 1.87082
19 1.89912 1. ':;12415
20 1.95303 1. 99157
21 2.01357 2.03365
2'? 1. 96991 2.05056

(COS (P) ) *,,·2 D-W
0.9926 1.2471

RES.
-0.04517
-0.02037

0.00495
-0.00480

O. 0~:588
0.01176
0.01594

-0.01446
-0.02846
0.02957
0.04514
0.01112

-0.00871
0.0871:3
0.03361

-0.01459
0.03576

-0.02503
-0.03854
-0.02008
-,0.08065

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBAR)

REDUCED FORM EQ.. NR. : 2

OBS. Y YP RES.
2 4.36437 4.33427 0.03010
3 4.37450 4.36574 0.00876
4 4.37450 4.37610 -0.00160
5 4.39445 4.38206 0.0123':;>
(:, 4.40672 4.42091 -0.01419
7 4.43082 4.45775 -0.0269:3
::;: 4.45435 4.47749 -0.02314
9 4.48864 4.48063 0.00801

10 4.48864 4.48136 0.00728
11 4.52179 4.53175 -0.00996
1;:- 4.60517 4.61380 -0.00863
13 4.65396 4.67389 -0.01993
14 4.78749 4.77967 0.00782
15 4.96264 4.96740 -0.00456
16 5.15329 5.17089 -0.01760
17 5.34711 5.:3:3564 0.01147
18 5.38907 5.38954 -0.00047
19 5.45104 5.44808 0.00296
20 5.53733 5.53390 0.00343
21 5.69709 5.67590 0.02119
22 5.84064 5.E:2704 0.01360

(COS(P»**2 D-W
0.9992 1.2325

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBAR)
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Coneerning RESFl. DAT it ean be seen that -the first

observation has been left out (ef. DATAM.DAT

above) , in aeeordanee with the speeifieation in

GICOF.DAT. Notiee also the reordering of the para

meters relative PARIC.DAT.

To obtain RESF2. DAT the value of MXFN was ehanged

to 100. The run required 3.04 seeonds of CPU time.

Notiee that the printout has been vertieally parti

tioned with respeet to several veetors and matri

ees, e.g. e and A, beeause WIDTH was set to 78.

The notation "( -l)" has been used to denote inver-

se.

OMEGA is the eovarianee matrix of the redueed form

residuais.

It might be remarked that the extremely high value

of Berndt's generalized R2 measure~ 0.99999997, is

not due to a misprinting of the formula in

see. 5.3. Rather, it has been eaused by the eombi

ned effees of a short time series and a general

tendeney of this measure to lie very elose to

unity. fR2
:S of almost the same magnitude are

reported in Berndt and Khaled (1979, p.1235)l.

The number of iterations and funetion evaluations

needed to find the optimum are given in RESF3.DAT.
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RESF3.DAT

:====~=========================================================================:

: EXPORT SYSTEM ACC. TO GOLDSTEIN & KHAN (1978). ESTIMATION PERIOD 1960-80.
:=============================================================================~

ENTRY TO VA09A

O 1
-O. 1411641.:.E+0:3

O.3000000E+00 -O. 4310000E+Ol -O. 3300000E+01 O.1220000E+Ol 0.7000000E+00
-O. 9400000E+OO 0.3770000E+Ol 0.4800000E+OO

O.1098669E+Ol 0.2650563E+02 0.3334622E+01 0.1438580E+03 0.1737695E+02
-0.2710711E+02 -O.3121616E+Ol -O. 1448753E+03

5 11
-O. 1508769E+03

0.3657473E+00 -o .. 4292283E+Ol -O. 3322863E+Ol 0.1202043E+Ol 0.2764811E+00
-0.1069310E+Ol 0.3855606E+Ol 0.5134900E+OO
-0.8361313E+00 -O. 6253816E+02 -O. 6888012E+Ol -O. 3378299E+03 -O. 1308631E+02

0.4918533E+02 -O. 1583253E+Ol O. 2160029E+0:3
10 17

-O. 16355:36E+03
O.. 3~530550E +00 -O. 3712914E+Ol -o. 2386145E+Ol 0.1086749E+Ol 0.3884849E+00

-O. 3828899E+Ol O.6689173E+Ol O. 109295:3E+01
--O. 1709415E+01 0.9547018E+Ol 0.3818401E+00 O. 48~:8898E+02 0.3747190E+01
-O. 8254307E+Ol -O. 20654'?9E +00 -O. :3933032E+02

15 22
-O. 163906'?E+03

0.4312800E+00 -O. 347/.:.(>31E+01 -O. 1833431E+01 0.1029451E+Ol 0.4090560E+00
-O. 39'?3622E+Ol 0.7468016E+01 0.1130456E+Ol

0.3667082E+00 0.5329087E+00 -O. 2942269E-01 0.2218442E+Ol -O. 3617625E+OO
-O. 1130278E+00 -O. 1217911E-01 -O. :3962095E+00

20 27
-O. 1639077E+03

0.4305119E+00 -O. 34E:0557E+Ol -O. 1840486E+Ol O. 10~:0433E+Ol O.4118111E+00
-O. 3998439E+Ol 0.74'?6381E+01 0.1131690E+Ol

0.3860476E-02 O.2827210E-02 -O. 5938718E-03 0.9683600E-02 0.2183746E-02
0.2658529E-02 -O. 26330 14E-0:3 0.1250141E-01

25 cP
-O. 1639077E+03

0.4303535E+00 -O. 3481386E+Ol -0.1E:41954E+Ol 0.1030620E+Ol 0.4107859E+00
-O. 3994164E+Ol 0.75172:3:3E+Ol O.1130656E+Ol

0.1028749E-Ol 0.1295723E-Ol -0.6197918E-03 0.5885880E-Ol -O. 1938937E-01
0.3'?71422E-Ol 0.13050'?1E-0:3 O.1883437E+00

30 37
-O. 1639077E+03

0.4:':00943E+00 -O. 3482522E+Ol -O. 1844087E+Ol 0.1030875E+Ol 0.4094866E+00
-O. 3988286E+Ol 0.7544337E+Ol 0.1129217E+Ol
--O .. 8039693E-04 -0.2:=I02129E-03 -O. ~/99';'JE:77E-05 -O. 1408005E-02 -O. 2853085E-05
-O. 4331575E-05 0.4162234E-06 -O. 1381698E-04

35 4:,: 1
-O. 1639077E+0:3

0.4::X>0944E+00 -o. 34E:2521E+Ol -O. 1844085E+01 O.1030875E+Ol 0.4094880E+00
--O. 39882'?lE+Ol 0.7544305E+01 O.1129218E+01
--0.2609705E-08 O.1737107E-08 0.1597867E-08 O.16561.:.87E-07 O.3976537E-09
0.4448386E-09 0.1363655E-I0 0.1305095E-08

RESF4.DAT
8

0.430094 1 O
-:3.482521 2 O
--1.844085 3 O

1.030875 4 O
0.409488 5 O

-3.988291 6 O
7.544305 7 O
1.129218 8 O
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As can be seen, the number of function evaluations

amounted only to 43, quite far from the set limit

of 100.

The second estimation differed from the first one

by allowing for autocorrelated errors, i.e. LP was

set equal to l. Further, the first estimation was

included in the sample - IFO = l - to get the runs

comparable. Since, otherwise, all specifications

were unchanged and the same initial values were

used, only the first part of RESF1.DAT is reprodu

ced below. Notice the last line, which indicates

that the autoregressive specification has been

chosen.

execution took 6.42

than a doubling of

This time, the main

i.e. slightly more

used in the first run.

seconds,

the time

As a comparison, Hendry (1971, p. 263) reports a

tripling of the execution time, for li~~~~ models.

The difference is presumably mainly due to the

fact that Hendry used an algori thm in which the

first order derivatives of the log-likelihood func

tion are numerically computed, whereas in CONRAD

they are calculated analytically.

with more parameters to estimate, CONRAD would

compare even more favourably, since the gain from

the analytical calculation of the derivatives

would then be greater (in relative terms).
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RESF1.DAT

===========:=================================================================
EXPORT SYSTEM ACC. TO GOLDSTEIN 8< KHAN (1978). ESTIMATION PERIOD 1960-80.

======================================================================:===:===

Y-MATRIX

O. 5'~:3330
0.722710
0.819780
0.9202:30
1.0006:30
1. t('8560
1. 1817:30
1.269760
1. 319090
1.393770
1.536870
1.652500
1.706560
1. 735190
1.885550
1.954450
1.885550
1.906580
1. :399120
1.953030
2.013570
1.969910

4.342510
4.364370
4.374500
4.374500
4.394450
4.406720
4.430820
4.454350
4.488640
4.488640
4.521790
4.605170
4.653960
4.787490
4.962840
5.153290
5.347110
5.389070
5.451040
5.537330
5.697090
5.840640

Z-11ATRIX

1.000000 4.420040 4.039540 4.301360 4.089330 0.506820 4.342510
1.000000 4.440300 4.157790 4.324130 4.162000 0.593330 4.342510
1.000000 4.450850 4.191920 4.359270 4.229750 0.722710 4.364370
1.000000 4.449690 4.257310 4.369450 4.294560 0.819780 4.374500
1.000000 4.457830 4.327440 4.374500 4.355430 0.920280 4.374500
1.000000 4.470500 4.445240 4.417640 4.411590 1.000630 4.394450
1.000000 4.485260 4.542870 4.458990 4.465910 1.108560 4.406720
1.000000 4.507560 4.633370 4.473920 4.517430 1.181730 4.430820
1.000000 4.513050 4.695830 4.467060 4.565390 1.269760 4.454350
1.000000 4.509760 4.839610 4.452020 4.611150 1.319090 4.488640
1.000000 4.544360 4.963750 4.514150 4.655860 1.393770 4.488640
1.000000 4.605170 5.043490 4.605170 4.698660 1.536870 4.521790
1.000000 4.651100 5.118830 4.652050 4.738830 1.652500 4.605170
1.000000 4.731800 5.203510 4.775760 4.778280 1.706560 4.653960
1.000000 4.894850 5.333830 4.979490 4.816240 1.735190 4.787490
1.000000 5.090060 5.431490 5.181220 4.852030 1.885550 4.962840
1.000000 5.204830 5.385640 5.345680 4.887340 1.954450 5.153290
1.000000 5.213300 5.489350 5.363170 4.920710 1.885550 5.347110
1.000000 5.290790 5.548690 5.424950 4.953710 1.906580 5.389070
1.000000 5.444150 5.589530 5.514230 4.984980 1.899120 5.451040
1.000000 5.574050 5.636790 5.673320 5.015950 1.953030 5.5:37330
1.000000 5.671950 5.692350 5.823930 5.046000 2.013570 5.697090

22 OBSERVATIONS ON THE VAR 1ABLES I NUMBER 1 TO 22,
CORRESPONDING TO 21 OBSERVATIONS ON THE AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL

RESF2.DAT

EXPORT SYSTEM ACC. TO GOLDSTEIN 8< KHAN (1978). ESTIMATlON PERIOD 1960-80.
==========:==============================================:===================

IEXIT= 1 COND= 0.00591

F= -O. 1711345E+03 LNDET(B)- 0.1601129E+00 LNDET(SIGMA)= -O. 1597830E+02

LNDET«Y-YBAR)'(Y-YBAR»= 0.1638678E+Ol
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YBAR

1. 5160

MINIMUN AT

4.8440

0.425328 -3.006924 -1.408521

1. 2'il3701

GRADIENT

0.933795 1.356911 -4.591157 2.713114

-0.310E-07 -O. 135E-06 -O. 141E-07 -0.706E-06 -O. 190E-08 0.617E-07 0.162E-08

0.296E-06

STO. DEV.

0.103382

0.174010

HESIAN(-l)

0.438081 0.470797 0.092731 0.588959 0.819553 1.154950

O.106878E-01
0.216557E-01
0.409893E-01

-O. 529282E-02
-O. 267388E-Ol

0.349962E-Ol
0.132461E-01

-O. 765867E-02

0.349962E-Ol
0.279195E+00
0.160178E+00

-O. 585239E-Ol
-O. 524212E-Ol

0.671668E+00
0.293478E-Ol

-O. 142335E+00

O.216557E-Ol
0.191915E+00
0.152373E+00

-0.404077E-Ol
0.412561E-Ol
0.279195E+00

-O. 130982E+00
-O. 582016E-01

0.132461E-01
-O. 130982E+OO
-O. 117543E-01

0.251947E-Ol
-0.410211E+00

0.293478E-Ol
0.133391E+Ol

-O. 124724E-Ol

0.409893E-Ol
0.152373E+00
0.221649E+OO

-O. 344897E-Ol
-0.607983E-Ol

0.160178E+00
-O. 117543E-Ol
-O. 343495E-Ol

-O. 765867E-02
-O. 582016E-01
-O. 343495E-Ol

0.122693E-Ol
0.150463E-Ol

-O. 142335E+OO
-O. 124724E-01

0.302794E-Ol

-O. 529282E-02
-0.404077E-Ol
-O. 344897E-Ol

O.859898E-02
-O. 595164E-02
-O. 585239E-Ol

0.251947E-Ol
O.122693E-Ol

-O. 267:388E-Ol
0.412561E-Ol

-0.607983E-Ol
-O. 595164E-02

0.346873E+00
-0.524212E-Ol
-0.410211E+OO

0.150463E-01

A

-1.000000 -0.599084 -1. 278929 0.599084 0.397169 0.000000 0.000000
0.289848 -1.000000 1.330739 0.000000 0.000000 0.786391 -0.374977

0.574672 0.000000
0.000000 0.213609

H

0.0:34911 -0.265410
-0.461199 0.220157

HA

-0.1618:39 0.214541 -0.461786 0.050869 0.033724 -0.208716 0.099523
0.525011 0.056139 0.882812 -0.276297 -0.183174 0.173130 -0.082554

0.048796 -0.056694
-0.265038 0.047028



SIGMA

0.000918 -0.000492
-0.000492 0.000389
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STRUCTURAL FORM EQ. , NR. :

OBS. y YP RES.
2 0.72271 0.73621 -0.01350
:3 0.81978 0.82890 -0.00912
4 0.92028 0.91733 0.00295
5 1.00063 1. 00149 -0.00086
6 1. 10856 1.09073 0.01783
7 1.18173 1.19678 -0.01505
8 1.26976 1.27531 -0.00555
9 1.31909 1.33425 -0.01516

10 1.39377 1.40681 -0.01304
11 1.53687 1.49915 0.03772
12 1.65250 1. 61451 0.03799
13 1.70656 1.71384 -0.00728
14 1. 73519 1.74517 -O. CK>998
15 1.88555 1.79706 0.08:::49
16 1.95445 1.94405 0.01040
17 1.88555 1.91629 -0.0:3074
18 1.9065:3 1.87'::'04 0.027!54
19 1.89912 1.92915 -0.03003
20 1 . ~~/5:303 1.97178 -0.01875
21 2.01357 2.00407 0.00950
22 1.96991 2.0:;::;:29 --0.06338

(COS(P»**2 D-W
0.9947 1. 9128

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YF'-YPBAR)

':;TRUCTURAL FORM EG!. l NR. : 2

OBS. Y YP RES.
2 4.36437 4.35370 0.01067
3 4.37450 4. 37H::3 0.00267
4 4.37450 4.37723 -0.')0273
5 4.39445 4.36940 0.02505
6 4.40672 4.42039 -0.01367
7 4.43082 4.44161 -0.01079
8 4'.45435 4.47225 -0.01790
9 4.48864 4.46332 0.02532

10 4.48864 4.47581 0.01283
11 4.52179 4.55344 -0.03165
12 4.60517 4.61761 -0.01244
13 4.65396 4.66305 -0.00909
14 4.78749 4.78156 0.00593
15 4.96284 5.00879 -0.04595
16 5.15329 5.16075 -0.00746
17 5.34711 5.32214 0.02497
18 5.38907 5.40323 -0.01416
19 5.45104 5. 426!53 0.02451
20 5.53733 5.54222 -0.00489
21 5.69709 5.69064 0.00645
22 5.84064 5.90932 0.03232

(COS(P»**2 D-W
0.9985 2.0761

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBAR)

-B(-l)C

-1.768981
0.818003

B(-l )HB

0.510448
0.147952

0.338407 -0.401412 0.191406
0.098087 0.670043 -0.319498

0.489648 -0.109036
0.141924 0.182005

0.405885 -0.154143
-0.407366 -0.100817
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B(-UH(;

0.844093 -0.184377 -0.122235' 0.266210 -0.126937 -0.176864 0.072311
-0.638153 0.222855 0.147744 -0.095969 0.045761 0.213774 -0.026068

OMEGA

0.001195 -0.000271
-0.000271 0.000131

REDUCED FORM EQ. , NR. :

OBS. y YP RES.
:2 0.72271 0.73966 -0.01695
3 0.81978 0.82892 -0.00914
4 0.92028 0.91637 0.00:391
5 1.000t.:3 1. 01415 -0.01352
6 1.10856 1.08639 0.02217
7 1.18173 1.18904 -0.00731
8 1.26976 1.26536 0.00440
9 1.31909 1.34493 -0.02584

10 1.39377 1.41143 -0.01766
11 1.53687 1.48857 0.04830
12 1.65250 1.61378 0.03872
1-' 1.70656 1. 70812 -0.00156'.>

14 1. 73519 1.74672 -0.01153
15 1.88555 1.78669 0.09886
16 1.95445 1.94178 0.01267
17 1.88555 1.92449 -0.0:3894
18 1.90658 1.87589 0.03069
19 1.89912 1.93721 -0.03809
20 1.95303 1.96651 -0.01348
21 2.01357 2.00877 0.00480
22 1. 96991 2.04041 -0.07050

(COS(P) )**2 D-W
0.9931 1.9295

F'=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBAR)

REDUCED FORM EQ., NR. : 2

OBS. Y YP RES.
:2 4.36437 4.35861 0.00576
3 4.37450 4.37447 0.00003
4 4.37450 4.37610 -0.00160
5 4.39445 4.37332 0.02113
6 4.40672 4.41396 -0.00'724
7 4.43082 4.44373 -0.01291
8 4.45435 4.47097 -0.01662
9 4.48864 4.47081 0.01'783

10 4.48864 4.48093 0.00771
11 4.52179 4.53945 -0.01766
12 4.60517 4.60638 -0.00121
13 4.65396 4.66351 -0.00955
14 4.78749 4.78490 0.00259
15 4.96284 4.98014 -0.01730
16 5.15329 5.15707 -0.00378
17 5.34711 5.33343 0.01368
18 5.38907 5.39433 -0.00526
19 5.45104 5.43757 0.01347
20 5.53733 5.54613 -0.00880
21 5.69709 5.68925 0.00784
22 5.84064 5.82875 0.01189

(COS(P) )**2 D-W
0.9995 2.2513

P=ANGLE BETWEEN (Y-YBAR) AND (YP-YPBARl

EIGENVALUES OF THE H MATRIX

REAL PART
-0.203808E+OO

0.508876E+00

IMAGINARY
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
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The values of COND and the first order derivatives

indicate that this solution is somewhat less satis

factory than the previous one. This deterioration

will always occur when the more general stochastic

specification is substituted for the more restric

tive one.

As shown at

eigenvalues

sec. 2.1).

the far end of the file, both

of H lie wi thin -the unit circle

the

(cf.

The LR test statistic for testing the hypothesis

that BFO is found to be 14.41 fef. (12) in

sec. 2.41. Since the critical value at the

l percent significance level is 13.28, the hypothe

sis is decisively rejected.

According to RESF3.DAT (not reprodueed) the number

of function evaluations increased by 50 percent,

relative to the first estimation. As an indication

of the increase in general, this is somewhat on

the low side. The increase is seldom higher than

60-70 percent, however.
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